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The Choice is Yours:

Student Health Fee

Choice 1 .......................... $25 mandatory health fee
$75 waiver insurance plan

Choice 2 .......................... $40-50 mandatory health fee
$100 voluntary insurance plan

Choice 3 .......................... a vote of no ................................
oblation of present system

Take the time to VOTE!!!

SGA Hires a Lawyer

by Michael J. MacHardy

The Comment spoke with the newly hired SGA legal counselor, Attorney Louis Cerrone on Wednesday night. Ally, Cerrone received the undergraduate degree from the University of Massachusetts and received his law degree from the Suffolk University Law School. For the past year he has worked as volunteer attorney for the Brighton office of Greater Boston Legal Services an organization which represents people who have been determined as being unable to afford their own private counsel.

His job at Bridgewater State will be to provide legal advice and counseling. If a person is experiencing a legal-type problem he/she should come in and tell Ally, Cerrone what the problem is and he will be able to tell the student what he/she can do. Under his SGA contract, he may go up to write letters in the clients behalf to whom the problem may be with, and also to government agencies (e.g. if the problem is a consumer-oriented type problem he would write to the Better Business Bureau, etc.).

He has been hired at the present time for 6 hours a week for 6 weeks or a total period to determine if there is a need for legal counsel for students. In the future he would be able to start counseling legal counseling seminars in addition to continuing in his present capacity as legal counselor (with possibly expanded hours). So far Ally, Cerrone has had three SBC clients with totally different kinds of problems from the typical he had anticipated being confronted with. The specifics of which are most common to student include assault and battery, problems dealing with contracts, and legal ramifications of marriage.

Ally, Cerrone, a resident of Newton, is a native from their Family and graduated from Boston College in 1976 and received his law degree from Suffolk University Law School. He has been hired at the present time for 6 hours a week for 6 weeks or a total period to determine if there is a need for legal counsel for students. In the future he would be able to start counseling legal counseling seminars in addition to continuing in his present capacity as legal counselor (with possibly expanded hours). So far Ally, Cerrone has had three SBC clients with totally different kinds of problems from the typical he had anticipated being confronted with. The specifics of which are most common to student include assault and battery, problems dealing with contracts, and legal ramifications of marriage.
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The grass grows on!!

Special to the Comment:

S.W.A.T. Strikes

The Kingdom

by Sam Lovett

"Hey, Son, there's an elephant behind you..." "Ha, Ha!"... Not really... April Fool!"

The sky was a bit overcast, and afternoon classes were more filled out than earlier in the week, but, these two considerations aside, Thursday, April 1, was just another day, like any other day here at Bridgewater. Most people, most of the time, are concerned more with their own little problems rather than with the tiny bit of extra traffic that was caused by the report of a rumor that an elephant was on campus. Rumors do have a way of circulating, even though the key to it was caused some doubt taken by those affected.

Also, a look at this memo sent to the General Faculty and Departmental Chairpersons: (Bear in mind these were sent out Wednesday afternoon so, claimed to be from the Office of the President)

April 1, 1976

To: Chairpersons, Faculty and Staff

Subject: Publication

Dear Faculty and Staff:

Due to a failure in the computer room we will be unable to supply your paycheck for the next two weeks. We regret that this unfortunate situation will occur, however, we have no other courses from which to draw funds. For further information please contact this office.

Silly? Maybe a little unorthodox? Possibly, but certainly well within the parameters of the President, or whatever the memo was. Doubtless, this was more of the traditional Administrative memo.

Sigh. There was also a flyer circulated around campus, announcing to all students that they were entitled to a $100.00 rebate on tuition for spring 1976 issue of the Comment). The conversation that passed between the two went something like this:

Dean Brinell: "Hey, do you think that I should go up the Hill tonight?"

John: "No Dean Brinell, that would probably start it."

The driving force behind all these pranks seems, allegedly, to be a student organization which goes by the codename S.W.A.T. Students Working at Campus.) In talking with Dean Deep, Dean of Student Affairs, it was agreed that Dean Deep had no idea what the organization was or even what its name was. The organization which had written him a letter referring to the issue of S.W.A.T. has a member who does not know the organization, nor does the organization know him, except by the S.W.A.T. which is "recognized by the SGA for neither funding nor SPACE ALLOCATION.

The question on the minds of most in relation to all these outrageous practical jokes is not, did it do it, but rather, Why did they? Why would anyone want to disrupt the sleepy campus of Bridgewater? What was the amusement they were after? When will they strike again... Now? Where will they go from here? (Not only know... Why didn't I think of that first?)

Happy April Fool Day!

Letters

Rebuttal to Talent Show

In Brian Lively's article (April 1, 1976 issue of the Comment) concerning the Afro-American Talent show, Mr. Lively seems to think that a few things spoiled the professional attitude of the show. I ask Mr. Lively who ever said that this show was intended to have anything to do with professionalism. I have never seen a professional in anything performing for me. In fact, according to The American Heritage Dictionary, a professional is one who is "engaged in a specific activity as a substantial source of livelihood," also that "professional attitude of the show."

I ask Mr. Lively who ever said that this show was intended to have anything to do with professionalism. I have never seen a professional in anything performing for me. In fact, according to The American Heritage Dictionary, a professional is one who is "engaged in a specific activity as a substantial source of livelihood," also that "professional attitude of the show."

I am neither a participant nor an audience.) Yet, I am a student and I would hope that Mr. Libby would consider that not recalling the performers' names was not blessed with the time that Mr. Libby had in writing his critique (without regarding to the performers' names, Mr. Libby, in the true fashion of his own, Without time or pressure on his back, could not do the correct name for one of the amateur artists he highlighted in his criticism, surely myself Bob Fabian, and Bob Fabian along with my partner Steve Crowley), just further displaying his limitation.

Silly? Maybe. A little unorthodox? Possibly... but certainly timed for 4:00 p.m. on the minds.

The contest were good, the (continued to page 4)
Harrington from page 1

This board would, in effect, be temporarily in operation until the next gubernatorial election.

Dukakis from page 1

The new Board would have the power to approve, classify, or consolidate existing programs within the Board of Higher Education only if it can approve or reject new proposals.

The Governor stated that the new Board would be composed of four persons chosen for reorganization reflects the fact that "there is no single person, agency, or group that has all the answers for our public higher education." The Board would have the power to approve or reject new proposals. New Board members would be appointed by the Governor and confirmed by the Governor-General Council on Education and Higher Education Committee.

The Governor outlined several goals that any reorganization plan must subsume:

- continuation of all governing and fiscal assignments for public colleges and universities.
- further coordination of public planning and budgetary functions at the state level.
- establishment of better working relationships between the public and private higher education sectors.
- establishment of new opportunities for higher education institutions in the economic and cultural life of their communities and regions.

In addition to choosing a reorganization plan to recommend to the Governor, the Board of Overseers would have the following responsibilities:

- authority to evaluate and oversee public higher education, to develop a year plan, and to approve or disapprove academic programs and degrees consistent with that plan;
- establishment and regulation of uniform titles and for degrees in public higher education;
- advisory role on budgetary matters;
- regulation of state-wide standards of proficiency as a precondition for graduation;
- regulation of proof of residence and equal opportunity requirements;
- scholarship and administration of an education opportunities information center.

The reorganization would be phased in over a period of time. In the first phase, the Board of Overseers would be responsible for eliminating duplications and assuming the various parts of the system. In the second phase, the Board of Overseers would replace the current Board of Higher Education.

Prime of TASTE of Jarring deadline: April 10th

We will prine the five best contributions (essay poem cartoon) illustrating innovative ways to usher in spring on prize at TASTE of Jarring!!

Overseas Programs Meeting

Student teaching and job placement overseas are of interest to students.

There will be the Overseas Programs meeting to be held at the Commonwealth in Room 202-203 on Thursday April 27 at 3:30. All those interested and wishing information or consideration are invited to attend.

The session will be conducted by Dr. Walter Adamson, BSC International Representative and Professor Arthur F. Baker, Director of Student Teaching and Placement. The students who have completed student-teaching and job placement programs in Spain, France, and Germany would be on hand to discuss the facilities and offerings of the Physics Department. The students would introduce to students the facilities and offerings of the Physics Department.

Open House in Physics

The Physics Club and the Faculty of the Physics Department are holding an open house to introduce students to the facilities and opportunities offered by the Physics Department. Members of the physics club and the club advisor will be on hand to discuss the physics projects in the state colleges will be present. They will give an overview as to where they carry on their work and to meet students interested in the field.

Dance Contests

Featuring Tech Hi-Fi Rt. 28 Brockton

S.N.E.A. Recycled Arts Workshop

Tuesday, April 13 2-4 S. U. Ballroom Must bring recyclable items

Open House in Physics

The Physics Club and the Faculty of the Physics Department are holding an open house to introduce students to the facilities and opportunities offered by the Physics Department. Members of the physics club and the club advisor will be on hand to discuss the physics projects in the state colleges will be present. They will give an overview as to where they carry on their work and to meet students interested in the field.
Recently (in the last couple of years or so) the business and political establishment of this country has been taking the term "environmentalist" almost exclusively as synonymous with "environmentalist" under the leadership of certain individuals.

Every day one can find this new "nonsensical" in the newspapers, magazines, and on television, being attacked by those who are afraid of anything who is opposed to free enterprise without conclusive and scientific facts.

In this writer's opinion, the day may not be far off when a Senate committee will hear testimony on the existence of all that Environmentalists are out to destroy American industry and thus our society.

On July 4, 1981, the steam-generator of the nuclear energy plant in Stowe, Vermont called police officer Sharron Enright was killed by a steam pipe that had not been properly designed to withstand high pressure. The investigation into Enright's death revealed that the plant's safety procedures were inadequate and that the workers had been given insufficient training.

Senator Nunn: It's just unfortunate that Mr. Enright's personal bias and desire to be a critic and make a name for himself by criticizing that which he is supposed to be protecting, has given him a false impression of certain people and organizations that are not frustrated by aspiring to a higher standard. It's just unfortunate that the same could not be said for those few exceptions. The audience reaction to the first segment was reminiscent of the Vaudville era with a couple of jokes being thrown between segments. The performances I've seen, have one overscored each act. It's just unfortunate that the attempts to produce a quality production are not frustrated by aspiring to a higher standard.

Senator Nunn: "Who started it?" and "What are you going to do about it?" are the questions that the majority of the audience were asking themselves. Senator Enright had a chance to observe for a while and then proceed to the Stowe nuclear power plant as probably know, just 10 years ago, and those who were there knew that they were dealing with a -- a large number of nuclear power plant employees. It's just unfortunate that the same could not be said for those few exceptions. The audience reaction to the first segment was reminiscent of the Vaudville era with a couple of jokes being thrown between segments. The performances I've seen, have one overscored each act. It's just unfortunate that the attempts to produce a quality production are not frustrated by aspiring to a higher standard. The audience reaction to the first segment was reminiscent of the Vaudville era with a couple of jokes being thrown between segments. The performances I've seen, have one overscored each act. It's just unfortunate that the attempts to produce a quality production are not frustrated by aspiring to a higher standard.
Rhonda Pruss

Rhonda Pruss of Providence, Mass., is a member of the class of 1977. She has served on the senate for the past two years and will be a senior at Brown for next year. S.G.A. Chairman, she feels it is essential that the students’ voice is heard when politics go through the campus governing procedures. Administration and faculty are only two organs of the S.G.A., and students make the third and it’s just as important.

"Accomplishments seem to come from committees that work as one body and not individually. From these committees Rhonda Pruss is the most excellent. She is said to be a lawyer of the best possible arrangements." — Says Erin.

Through her representation on the Student Union Board of Governors, Rhonda Pruss hopes to give better rapport between two bodies, since most of these functions are held in the Union. Through her position as Secretary, she will also represent the entire student body too.

Lisa Gorman

Lisa Gorman is the Assistant Treasurer-elect for next year’s S.G.A. and has been the treasurer of the junior class. She has been a member of the junior class executive since her freshman and sophomore years. She is a B.A. in Education major, is another of S.G.A and is a full-time volunteer work at Lakeland Hospital. Lisa, whose hometown is Beverly, Massachusetts, is a member of Alpha Phi Alpha. She has been a member of the Student Government Association since her freshman year. She is a Special Education major and is a senior at Brown University. She has been a member of the senior class executive since her sophomore year. She is a member of S.G.A. and is a junior at Brown University.
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What does the population explosion have to do with...

inflation?!
energy crisis?!
food shortages?
lack of housing?

When more and more people compete for less and less energy, the price of energy and storage are further aggra-

When more and more people compete for less and less energy, the price of energy and storage are further aggra-

Whatever you want, it's a lost cause unless we halt the population explosion.

To the person who draws the cartoons of the View: I'm sorry if you think I'm right. But I don't.

To David, Jeff, Aide, Amanda, Brian, Bud--Thanks for being such great friends, you're somebody. Who else could put up with Lypird Skyrd, the Guilty, and me all at the same time?

M.B. Happy Birthday from the 3rd floor gang. Have a real Ball!!

Irish Eyes--Walk down to the 3rd floor gang. Here is a real happy Birthday, Suzanne. There will be an odd number of 3rd floor gang. Have a real happy Birthday, Suzanne. There will be an odd number of 3rd floor gang. Have a real happy Birthday, Suzanne. There will be an odd number of 3rd floor gang. Have a real

"Don't look at me that way"

JayJay--Congratulations, we knew you could do it. Love, Jack & Liz

N. Mg.--Please get out of your depression. Before me, things could be worse. No matter what happens, just try and make it through the night and pray for us. We won't lose faith in you, don't lose faith in us. "Don't look at me that way!"

Chris--Thanks for caring, you helped more than you'll ever realize. A friend

K. Can't wait for Thursday. We've got so much fun and we'll see so far away. I'm lucky to have you. You're very special and love you.

Years Forever, 3

Gary--Maybe we can go for that walk on the beach you promised. This weekend? Listen this Friday morning for a song on WHMD. I still have played for you. I will play again.

Love you, Linda--Art

I'm so tired. I've been lied to and I've been used. I've been shook up. I've been beginning stronger... Not

Are there any funny, skinny women at HBID? Signed, "The Boxers"

Please reply through Comment Personals

CONGRATULATIONS! I'm so glad you wrote to me. I'm glad you are happy.

You can get the magazine by writing to this address:

MARKETPLACE MAGAZINE
P.O. BOX 15332
STOCKTON, CA. 95221

PHOTO: Peter Umphrey
Due to circumstances beyond our control......

by Bill Smith

Firstly, the phrase "Canceled" has become an annual tradition for the last few parts of the "Mide Program" for the benefit of giving us such an opportunity (for each group of incompletes). In all there were thirty-four programs, but only thirty-one were cancelled this season. Granted, the season has generally been nothing but crap, but there were a few saving graces, most of which have been cancelled.

Cancelled are: (In alphabetical order)

Anything Goes, Barleycorn, Cast, Jason Hill, Cantata, Orchestra II, Desire, After Eden, The Fig and the Kid, Doctors' Hospital, The Family, Hebray, Fish, Good Heavens, Grady, Hurley, Howard, Coole, The Invincible Maine, Joe and Son, Kate McFadden, Marian Wells, M.D., Mabel Hall, Medical Center, Maudite Story, Studebaker at the Massachusetts. On the books are: A.W.A., The Swiss Family Robinson, That's My Mom, Three for the Road, and Who Thinks of Us?

That's a lot of pick sticks that they had to make out. Just think what incredible walks of performers we could have.

Of the season that started to September 10, only twenty-six of them are still alive, and only two of them are in the top ten (Phyllis and Harry). The rest are no longer replacements just as they are.

Astaire and Rogers at MFA

America's favorite dancing team through the Museum of Fine Arts in Boston. The new exhibition of Astaire and Rogers through April 1st. In two weeks, the Museum of Fine Arts will have seen its most successful exhibition of the year. It has been noted that Astaire and Rogers have brought the magic of their dance to life in films, television, and on stage, and the Museum of Fine Arts is proud to present their works in this special exhibition.

A weekend of singing......

among other things

by Bill Smith

Last weekend as a member of Alpha Chi and Chautauqua I attended the second annual Student Union Career College Festival at North Adams State College. This was the second third and last festival that I have attended. Northfield and Bridgewater had had similar events last year, the one being held the first annual.

The trip can only be termed a success. While the theater itself, you must, but rather the things that happened to us. To start things off with a big bang, the second bus kept calling five every two minutes (No kidding, ask anyone who was in the theater). By the time we arrived, we were in the first row of the theater. For the last program, the band played over us the entire remaining time.

That's a lot of pick sticks that they had to make out. Just think what incredible walks of performers we could have.
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Auditioning for this may send a
Anyone who is interested in
Rockland High School. Already
Horace Mann succeeding that at Brockton High show to surrounding South Shore company has already toured with this.

This production of Superstar is a non-profit theater group which

Studio Productions

Lovers and Other Strangers

Renee Taylor
Joseph Bologna

April 13, Horace Mann Auditorium
11 a.m. and 7:30 p.m.

FREE

Also:
Bridgewater/Raynham H.S. presents
Dark Lady of the Sonnets

people amassed in San Antonio, Texas last weekend to witness the second annual Texas Armadillo Race. The event, sponsors by a local radio station and a brewery, was staged at the bottom of a densely covered hill.

A live armadillo named Samuelito forged ahead of 300 other entrants in the first one mile heat. He crossed the finish line in 6:10.

The artwork falls primarily into three categories: more recent paintings, a small collection of lithographs and pen-and-ink. The early paintings are more geometrical in design, combining shapes with a serious use of color. "Cross Colliumia" and "Fols of Hope" require this technique. The more recent examples, composed primarily in acrylics, represent Gary's more characteristic bend to the surreal. "Moon My Friend" and "Dream Half" both contrast sharp reds and blacks with the pastel and, more often than not, highlighted by smudges of various glazes. Those, jumping from the thinker's, were the most popular. One of the largest, "Dreams", is a three square patch of geometric squares of blue and orange. The youth, however, are an interesting dig system. "Left and West" doing a pleasing combination of large acrylic behind a splash of white and, under con-

Most of the party-goors enjoyed the treat and commented on the pleasant tingling sensation they experienced.

Art Review:
Gary Thomas: Just One Man

by Richard Taylor

We all dream of making history—soon just a blip. For speculate
gary thomas, his dream has come true. as an art major here, Gary has just opened the first solo show by a student ever to be presented at the college. the show, which is a significant event for the college, features the collections of works by a student-artist and gives the public the opportunity to see how his art is developing. currently is the mainstay of the collection. the paintings are the result of a directed studio class. for his project, Gary was funded by a grant from the library. Gary's展厅, which represents the culmination of his work up to the present, is located in the library itself and is open daily from 8 am to 5 pm.

The exhibition was dedicated to the collection of works by Gary's more characteristic bend to the surreal. "Moon My Friend" and "Dream Half" both contrast sharp reds and blacks with the pastel and, more often than not, highlighted by smudges of various glazes. Those, jumping from the thinker's, were the most popular. One of the largest, "Dreams", is a three square patch of geometric squares of blue and orange. The youth, however, are an interesting dig system. "Left and West" doing a pleasing combination of large acrylic behind a splash of white and, under con-
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BAD NEWS BEARS SWEEP OPENER

In last week's issue of the Comment, we had a sports quiz contest to give away four Red Sox tickets to a game of your choice. It was previously mentioned that really an easy quiz.) The winner was Mary Anderson with a perfect score. People submitted answers (5 more than expected) and everyone answered at least eight questions correctly. (It was really no easy quiz.) The winner (and the fifth answer was the winner) will be announced soon. Thanks for participating in the contest. The people who submitted answers (5 more than expected) and everyone answered at least eight questions correctly. (It was really no easy quiz.) The winner and the fifth answer were both received by the author of the quiz, and each person who submitted an answer was told that the correct answer was the winner.

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

Minutes will start on Monday or Tuesday, watch for notices.

Current Standings

North Face League
1. Flipotos 6-0
2. Alpha Wild Pigs 5-1
3. F-Troop 2-1
4. Packrats 2-2
5. Phi Pi Scorers 1-1
6. Maple Street Leafs 0-5
7. Phil Pi Scorers 0-2
8. Waterballs 0-3

Tamarak League
1. Berris 5-1
2. Woodchucks 5-1
3. Green Machine 4-2
4. Killers Fiasco 3-3
5. Bobcats 2-4
6. Ball Handlers 2-4
7. Happy Frogs 2-4
8. Space shots 2-4
9. Sicamous 0-6

Undecided for now. Warriors needs to beat Berris.

COED SOFTBALL Schedule will be out soon.

UPCOMING EVENTS

Day Canoe Trip on Concord River Sunday April 11- this trip is filled

Bicycle Trip - Weekend April 24-25 to Mylso

COED SOFTBALL Schedule will be out soon.

Watch for details

BAD NEWS BEARS SWEEP OPENER

The Bears opened up their season in grand style as replacements across from their opponents. Maritime Academy Wednesday afternoon by the scores of 5-2 and 7-5 at Legion Field. Both games had a great atmosphere of the fans cheering and singing along with some local baseball players especially for the Bears. Let's start with the first game. Neither team had a lead until the fourth inning when the Bears entered the seventh, understandingly, on a great game way to Mike Daddio who picked up the save in the 7-2 victory.

In the second game, the bad news Bears (new for this year) had a tough time against the Mariners 2-0 and would not allow. The Bears jumped out to a 2-0 lead then led to a 3-1 over the Mariners scoring the final run of the game when Bryn Chatterton relieved Hall to put the Bears in the lead. Les Phillips (5-2) got the win a double. Two after two last game, Steve Gallant doubled him home. Steve Hayes (2-0) got the loss when Tom Cafferty hit a home run in the top of the 6th inning for the Bears winning 3-1.

MENS WRESTLING

Return this survey to Coach Scott. It may take a while to write on a piece of paper whether answers was the winner) It may take a while to do that. We had a sports quiz contest to give away four Red Sox tickets to a game of your choice. It was previously mentioned that really an easy quiz. The winner was Mary Anderson with a perfect score. People submitted answers 5 more than expected) and everyone answered at least eight questions correctly. (It was really no easy quiz.) The winner and the fifth answer were both received by the author of the quiz, and each person who submitted an answer was told that the correct answer was the winner.

WRA ELECTIONS

Nomination papers are in the SU Info Booth for the following positions

President
2nd Vice-President
Treasurer
Assistant Treasurer
Secretary
Coordinator Public Relations
Assistant Director and Varsity Sports Schedule

April 10 Baseball-Westfield State (2)
April 12 Baseball at Connecticut
April 13 Golf at Amherst College
April 14 Baseball at Bryant College
April 15 Golf at Mass. Maritime at Poquoyer Brook Teaneck-Roger Williams
**Spikemen Drop**

by Kevin Warren

Despite getting their share of individual first and second place finishes, the ISC Bears dropped their home track opener Tuesday as a lack of depth hurt their total score. ISC captured 1 first place and 2nd place, but managed just 2 3s and lost both relays (3rd - 4th - 5th - 2nd).

Bridgewater State won by 117 to 49 in favor of Fitchburg State (1-0), but the Bear program has seen the Bridgewater track team had several things to choose from.

Chuck Smithson, despite having a pulled muscle, finished first in the 800 yard run in 2:17 seconds, while placing second in the 220 with a time of 24.2 seconds.

The one mile run saw Hanover's Peter Gregory capture first in 4:20.5, while John Pugel took care of the 3rd. Hardin's Wesley has 4:30.5.

Both Bishops loaded up (3.5) feet to win the long jump, followed by Bridgewater's Robert at 23.5 feet.

S.C. Carr was the right jump with an excellent effort of 4 feet, 2 inches. Maryville's Wax has gone 22.5 feet with a 4:50.

Gary Pepper soared to 14 feet, 1 inches, a personal high, with New Hampshire's Prestley hitting 4:50.

Fitchburg is represented by two excellent javelin throwers, and each came through in the clutch as Bentworth took first with 191 feet, 4 inches and freshmen Henry of Fairfax launched an effort of 113 feet, 1 inches.

Despite the efforts of these people, ISC is still hurting in depth, as shown by the Fitchburg victory in the 4x800 relay and the mile relay. The Bears could also use help in the 100, 200, 400 yard hurdles, distance three, and shot put.

**SPRICE POINTS:** Junior Spencer Peter's 4:30 mile time included a thousand first quarter, and a full second to try to break 4 minutes. Unfortunately, it was 4:30.5 as he cross the line.

On Tuesday, April 24th, 2nd, and 26th, at 8:00 p.m. in the Bridgewater pool, the 1200 Aquabrytes, a synchronized swim club, will present "Melodies in Motion." The club, which consists of both talented young ladies and gentlemen, will be exhibiting the finest synchronized swimming team in the area. These performers have worked long and hard under the direction of Dr. Robert Denehy to teach and mold newcomers into fine swimmers.

Deb Hills, who is also Vice President and a gifted swimmer, will also take to the pool. Deb, who is another fine swimmer, will be accompanied along with Bob O'Dwyer (9-3), Steve O我不... (.5), Ray Gariepy (9-3), Robert Salem, Joe Genevese, and Dave Harrington (6-2), Carroll Brown and Dave Izzo. Other varsity players include Joe Genevese, Jack Salamon, Jeff Harrington (5-4), Jeff O'C.,... (4-0) and Bob O'Dwyer (9-3). Returning starters from last fall's team are captain Mike Cobb and attack Bob, and Maria Fleit. The choreographers have put a tremendous amount of time and effort writing their numbers and choreographing their swimmers, nothing less than perfection.

**American League Picks**

With the major leagues starting up Friday I think it is the appropriate time for Mr. Silvi's fearless predictions for the season. Here are the predictions just for the American League first week: We'll take a look at the National League.

**Flying Pizza**

**SPECIAL OLYMPICS**

Polo-Hockey Saturday April 10, 1976 - 9a.m. - 4p.m.

Kelly Gym B.S.C. & East Bridgewater High School

Sponsored by

Kenny Foundation

(Mass. Association for Children with Learning Disabilities) is sponsoring a workshop on "Learning Disabilities in the Classroom" Featuring Jackie Allen on Saturday April 10th - 9:15 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.

In S. U. Dem Room.

Well worth attending.
The Naval Reserve.

WHILE YOU'RE GOING TO SCHOOL

A part-time job that pays off big for veterans.

In training. Opportunities. Benefits. And cash.

It takes little time from your studies to be a Naval Reservist. Just one weekend a month or one evening a week, plus two weeks a year. But it's time profitably spent. As a Naval Reservist you have an opportunity to earn shopping privileges at armed forces exchanges. You are entitled to Servicemen's Group Life Insurance. A program of medical coverage for yourself during drills. A regular monthly pay check. And the Naval Reserve provides the first step toward a Naval Reserve Commission without an Active Duty requirement after you receive your degree!

So if you're a veteran of the Navy or any other branch of the Armed Forces, why not get a good thing going for yourself? Call us and see if you qualify for the Naval Reserve. Our number is 335-4141 or 335-4142. Call Any Day!

Be Someone Special in the NAVAL RESERVE.

NAVAL AIR STATION
SOUTH WEWYOUTH, MASS.

335-4141 or 335-4142